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Abstract. 60% of stroke survivors become disabled due to motor and cognitive disorders that have an effect on the person’s
quality of life. Early comprehensive rehabilitation after acute stroke is very important, because it affects the course of the
disease, functional independence level and conditions the better quality of life. Most important factors affecting on the
patient’s functional independence is a level of balance disorders in patients after stroke. Therefore the influence of different
factors on the results of comprehensive rehabilitation in early period of stroke and the relation between the balance disorders
and functional independence, the relation between balance tests and various factors that can influence the results of balance
alteration has been presented in this paper. In the paper are described different influences of comprehensive rehabilitation and
comprehensive rehabilitation with feed-back balance training on balance improvement in patients groups after stroke. It was
formed some conclusions: comprehensive rehabilitation program increase balance and functional independence of the stroke
patients; correlation between functional independence tests, routine balance tests and „MTD-balance“ system indications tests
(p < 0.01) was determined, comprehensive rehabilitation program with feed-back balance training (using „MTD-balance“
system) improve balance and functional independence of stroke patients better than comprehensive rehabilitation program
only.
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Introduction
About 60% of stroke survivors become disabled due to
motor and cognitive disorders that have an effect on the
person’s quality of life [1]. According to the publications,
use of comprehensive rehabilitation helps the person to gain
back lost biosocial functions or compensate them, thus the
patient becomes functionally more independent and is able
to come back to normal life style [2, 3]. Some authors,
studying the quality of life, determined that it depends on
patient’s functional independence [4]. Therefore, the early
rehabilitation after acute stroke is very important, because it
affects the course of the disease, functional independence
level and conditions the better quality of life [1, 5]. During
rehabilitation the patients after stroke get comprehensive
rehabilitation:
physiotherapy,
occupational
therapy,
psychotherapy, speech therapy, social worker‘s consultations, muscle electro stimulation, classical therapeutic
massage, orthoses adaptation, patient‘s and his family
education, drug treatment [6, 7, 8]. There are few studies
which analyses patient‘s gender, age, stroke type and
cognitive functions effect on rehabilitation effectiveness and
the need of repeated course of rehabilitation [8].

One of the most important factors affecting on the patient’s
functional independence is level of balance disorders in
patients after stroke [4, 6, 9]. Therefore, it is very important
to evaluate the influence of different factors on the results of
rehabilitation in early period of stroke and to determine: the
relation between the balance disorders and functional
independence, the relation between balance tests and various
factors, that can influence the results of balance alteration.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of
comprehensive rehabilitation and comprehensive rehabilitation with feed-back balance training on functional
independence and balance improvement in patients groups
after stroke.
Analysed material and applied methods
220 patients after stroke, who underwent rehabilitation in
the Centre of Rehabilitation, Physical and Sport Medicine of
Vilnius University Hospitals “Santariškių klinikos” in 2000 –
2007 was analysed. . The mean age of rehabilitated patients
was 63.3±12.5 years. 53.8% of them were male and 46.2% female patients. The patients were refered to rehabilitation
according the Ministry of Health direction No. 444, which
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regulates the indications for further rehabilitation (i.e. BI 080 points, MMSE 11-30 points, if MMSE was impossible
because of aphasia a person had to understand ordinary
commands and to perform them, had to be able to take an
active part in rehabilitation). The patients were examined
within first 3 days after admission and on discharge.
190 patients balance was trained using comprehensive
rehabilitation program. 30 patients balance was trained using
comprehensive rehabilitation program with feed-back
training (“MTD-balance” system). In the both groups period
of the balance training was the same. To evaluate the
effectiveness of rehabilitation, we used the change of
functional independence after the rehabilitation course was
complete (i.e. BI on discharge); to evaluate the level of
functional independence improvement we used the
difference between BI on discharge and admission.
The effectiveness of rehabilitation was valued by the
changes of functional independence and cognition’s level
during the rehabilitation course. In accordance with the
American Heart Association stroke outcomes assessment
recommendations to evaluate functional independence three
tests are used: Barthel index (BI), functional independence
measurement (FIM) and activities of daily living (ADLs), to
evaluate cognitive functions the Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE) is used. Statistical analysis of
retrospective study data was performed using programs
package „SPSS 13“, graphics were performed using „Excel
2000“ program. Student’s independent samples T test was
used analysing the effectiveness of rehabilitation. Age, prerehabilitation period, duration of rehabilitation, functional
independence tests (BI, FIM, ADLs), cognitive functions
(MMSE), motivation for rehabilitation, attention, memory,
level of anxiety and depression, temper, mental (psychic)
activity, self – assessment, deep and superficial sensation,
muscles tone and strength, balance (Fugl-Meyer, Berg,
Tinetti scales and „MTD balance“ – balance measurement,
training and documentation feed-back platform) were
assessed in prospective study. Analysing this group data,
Student’s independent samples T test and Student’s paired
samples T test were used to compare independent samples,
logistic regression stepwise method – to determine different
factors influence. Using platform patients‘balance was
trained in standing position with its correction with visual
control. The criteria for „MTD balance“system evaluation
were: the difference in patient‘s pressure on platform with
left and right leg. The correlative analysis of „MTD
balance“system and classical balance tests was performed.
All patients were applied comprehensive rehabilitation
program: physiotherapy 3 times per day (2,0–2,5 h/day),
occupational therapy 2–3 times per day (1,5–2,0 h/d),
massage,
muscle
electrostimulation,
psychotherapy,
compensatory aids adaptation, speech therapy, social
worker’s consultation. To evaluate muscle strength we used
Lowett scale; A p-value of less than 0,05 was regarded as
statistically significant.
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Results and Discussion
After evaluating balance for patients from prospective
group, we observed that all patients lost their balance: the
mean scores of Fugl-Meyer test were 8.9, Berg Balance
Scale – 25.4, Tinetti test – 11.6, the difference of weight
distribution in sitting position – 7.7 kilogram, in standing –
20.7. Analysis of functional independence tests, classical
balance tests and classical tests correlation showed that data
of all balance tests correlate with functional independence
tests (p < 0.001), (but the smallest correlation is with FuglMeyer test). It was showed high correlation between classical
balance tests (p < 0.01) (Table1).
Table 1. Correlation between functional independence tests and
classical balance tests
BI

FIM

Berg

0,84

0,80

Tinetti
„MTD-balance“ in
sitting position
„MTD-balance“ in
standing position

0,74

0,73

-0,31

-0,35

-0,44

-0,45

** p < 0,01

Analyzing data of platform for balance evaluation in
standing position was found it‘s high correlation with
classical balance tests (p < 0.01), except with Fugl-Meyer
test. (Table 2).

Table 2. Correlation between classical balance tests and
“MTD-balance” system indications
„MTD-balance“ in
sitting position
„MTD-balance“ in
standing position

Berg

Tinetti

-0,48

-0,47

-0,55

-0,53

p < 0,01

Analysis of correlation between different factors (muscle
tone, superficial and deep sensation, and coordination,
muscle strength of affected and unaffected legs, attention,
motivation, mood, perception, diplopia, and head dizziness)
and “MTD balance”, classical tests stated that their data
correlates with some of these factors like results of classical
tests. Data of balance test in sitting position (evaluated on
balance platform) correlates only with patient’s cognitive
functions. Completely these functions improving the
differences of body weight distribution become less. Data of
platform research in standing position like classical tests
correlates with muscle tone, deep senses, affected leg hip and
knee extensors strength (Table 3).
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Table 3. Correlation between “MTD-balance” system indications
and different factors
„MTD-balance“ in
standing position

Factors
Muscle tonus

-0,48

Deep senses
Hip extensors of
unimpaired leg
Hip extensors of impaired
leg
Knee extensors of
impaired leg

-0,55
-0,40

In studies by other scientists [4, 6, 8] active rehabilitation
means
(physiotherapy,
occupational
therapy
and
psychotherapy) are considered very useful in cases of stroke
patients. The results of our study have indicated the same.
Conclusions
1.

2.

-0,45

p < 0,01

3.

The functional independence and balance of the stroke
patients has been improved during comprehensive
rehabilitation evaluating them with Tinetti and Barthel tests
(picture 1, 2). On admission in both groups, the indices of
functional independence and balance indices were the same,
but after comprehensive rehabilitation with feed back
training of the balance differed (p < 0.05). Functional
independence and balance indices were higher in this group
of patients (p < 0.05).
100

Comprehensive rehabilitation program increase balance
and functional independence of the stroke patients.
Correlation between functional independence tests,
routine balance tests and “MTD-balance” system
indications tests (p < 0.01) was determined.
Comprehensive rehabilitation program with feed-back
balance training (using “MTD-balance” system)
improve balance and functional independence of stroke
patients better than comprehensive rehabilitation
program only.
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Fig. 2. Changes in Tinetti scale in rehabilitation period
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